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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Teleoperated Robotic Surgery: Making Surgery Better

The beginnings of teleoperated robotic surgery date back only a little longer than a decade,

to the end of the 1990’s. Cardiac surgery was one of the main drivers behind the application

of robotics to surgery. Miniaturized, dexterous instruments allowed surgeons to perform mini-

mally invasive coronary artery bypass grafting and valve procedures [1]. The loss of dexterity

was one of the most serious drawbacks of the keyhole surgery techniques that revolutionized

surgical practice in the 1990’s, and teleoperated robotic surgery was able to compensate for this

loss. In keyhole surgery the surgeon operates through small incisions in the patient’s skin, using

purpose-built instruments. An endoscopic camera gives the surgeon eyes inside the patient. The

instruments are shaped like a long, thin rod with a grasper, scalpel or similar at the tip. Oper-

ating endoscopic instruments is awkward and counter-intuitive, because of the pivot motion at

the incision point and the inability to freely rotate the tip like a wrist. Suturing is an example of

a task that is particularly difficult in keyhole surgery, as a result of the loss of dexterity. Con-

sequently, the learning curve is steep for inexperienced surgeons. The articulated instruments

of a surgical robot provides additional degrees of freedom in the shape of small wrists inside

the patient, thereby largely restoring the dexterity of open surgery. Thus, the use of robots may

lower the threshold for inexperienced surgeons to start performing keyhole surgery. Another

important advantage of teleoperated robotic surgery is motion scaling. The scaling down of

the surgeon’s movements allows for surgical procedures to be carried out in cramped areas,

where access with any type of manual surgery would be impossible, and with increased accu-

racy [2]. Furthermore, hand tremor may be filtered out in software, and the surgeon can sit in

an ergonomically comfortable position while operating, instead of being stood by the operating

table for several hours.

Up until today, only two systems for teleoperated robotic surgery have been commercially

available. The ZEUS� system by Computer Motion (Goleta, CA, USA) and the da Vinci�

system by Intuitive Surgical (Sunnyvale, CA, USA) were launched almost at the same time,
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Figure 1.1: The components of the da Vinci system for teleoperated robotic surgery. The sur-
geon console (master robot) is on the left, while the patient-side (slave) robot is in the middle.
© 2012 Intuitive Surgical, Inc.

just before the turn of the millennium. Computer Motion was acquired by Intuitive Surgical in

2003, and the ZEUS system was discontinued shortly thereafter. Hence, the da Vinci system —

shown in Figure 1.1 — remains the only system on the market. As of December 31st 2010, In-

tuitive Surgical had 1,752 of their da Vinci units installed in hospitals worldwide [3]. Although

the surgeon console and the patient-side robot are physically separated, the Food and Drug Ad-

ministration (FDA), which is responsible for the approval of new medical devices in the United

States, requires that all procedures with the da Vinci system are performed with surgeon and

patient located in the same room [1]. The most common use of the da Vinci system today can

be found within the fields of gynecology and urology, with limited but increasing use in general

surgery, otolaryngology, cardiac and thoracic surgery [4]. An example within urology is radical

prostatectomy [5, 6]. In the United States 60-70% of the total number of radical prostatectomies

are done robotically [7, 8]. Robot-assisted laparoscopic prostatectomy compares favorably with

traditional open prostatectomy with respect to surgical margins, potency and continence [6], and

with manual laparoscopic prostatectomy with respect to visualization, suturing and dissecting,

and ergonomics [9].

For widespread adoption of teleoperated robotic surgery, simplicity and cost are important

factors. In spite of Intuitive Surgical’s growing base of da Vinci systems the use of teleoperated

robots in surgery today is marginal. The technology is still in its infancy, and there are several

limiting factors that impede its adoption. The acquisition of a system for teleoperated robotic

surgery today is a considerable investment, and the large size of the robots makes them diffi-

cult to handle and increases setup time [1, 10, 11]. In addition, transmission delay for remote

surgery [12] and the lack of haptic feedback [13] are limiting technological factors. These are

discussed in more detail in Section 1.3. On the other hand, future technology will also unlock
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Figure 1.2: Overview of a bilateral teleoperation system. The vision subsystem (camera +
monitor) is considered to be independent of the control software. Notice the symmetry of the
signals communicated between master and slave manipulators.

new possibilities. Existing surgical procedures will be improved, and new procedures that are

considered impossible today will become reality. Motion scaling will push frontiers and en-

able surgery in micro-scale and even nano-scale environments [14]. Automatic synchronization

of the slave robot with moving organs such as the heart will make precision surgery like by-

pass grafting easier for the surgeon [15, 16]. Active shaping of human tissue characteristics

and enhancement of perception with the help of intelligent teleoperation control software may

equip the surgeon with super-human sensing capabilities [17, 18]. More stable, low-latency

telecommunication lines will eventually allow the surgeon to be geographically separated from

the patient.

1.2 Teleoperation at a Glance

The concept of teleoperation was invented in the late 1940’s and was not at all related to surgery.

Rather, the idea was conceived as a means of handling hazardous materials, such as nuclear

waste [19]. The components of a teleoperation system is shown in Figure 1.2. A human op-

erator manipulates the master robot, and the slave robot copies the motion at the remote site,

possibly interacting with an environment or object of some sort. The master robot’s position,

and possibly the interaction force, is sensed, and a computer calculates the necessary motor

control signals in order to make the slave copy the master motion. If the teleoperator is bilat-

eral, then the same sense/control routine also takes place in the opposite direction. A bilateral

teleoperator features haptic feedback, that is, the sense of touch and shape. If communication

signals are only sent from master to slave, then the teleoperator lacks haptic feedback, and it is
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said to be unilateral. A camera usually captures the action on the slave side, and the operator

has visual contact via a monitor located on the master side. Strictly speaking, from a feedback

control point of view the vision subsystem (camera + monitor) affects the behavioral character-

istics of the overall teleoperation system, since the human operator’s actions are based on the

visual information on the monitor. Therefore, when the control software is designed, the whole

system should be taken into consideration. However, vision is usually seen as an independent

subsystem, and the control algorithms are designed assuming vision is not part of the feedback

loop.

The original teleoperators were purely mechanical, but soon computers were employed to

connect and control the master and slave robots electronically [20], like in Figure 1.2. Re-

searchers have since spent decades in the quest to design computer programs that control the

teleoperators in the best possible way. Traditionally two design keywords have been stability

and telepresence. Stability is a fundamental requirement of any feedback control system, which

a teleoperator ultimately is. Telepresence describes to what extent the operator feels present

in the remote, but real, environment [21]. The word transparency is used to denote complete

telepresence. A transparent teleoperator is ‘invisible’ to the operator, and manipulating the

environment remotely is exactly identical to manipulating the environment directly. It is of-

ten pointed out that stability and telepresence are conflicting domains, and that teleoperation

controller design is always a trade-off between the two [22, 23, 24]. The teleoperation litera-

ture may be classified according to that trade-off. On the one side can be found articles that

focus on stability, using concepts such as robust control [25], passivity theory [26, 27], or ab-

solute stability [28]. On the other side can be found articles that focus mainly on telepresence

[29, 30, 31]. Teleoperated robotic surgery is subject to strict safety regulations. Thus, the sta-

bility requirement will have to be given special emphasis. Telepresence should be sought only

while a generous stability margin can be preserved.

1.3 Clinical Challenges and Technical Bottlenecks

As mentioned in Section 1.1, there are multiple factors that impede widespread adoption of

teleoperated robotic surgery. Among these are

• the cost of today’s systems,

• the large size of the robots,

• transmission delay, and

• the lack of haptic feedback (sense of touch).

The bulkiness and large footprint of the da Vinci system results in the occupation of a lot of

space next to the operating table. It also makes the system’s mobility very poor. A lot of re-

search is directed towards decreasing the size of the robots [32, 33, 34]. Transmission delay is
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Figure 1.3: The EndoWrist instrument range used with the da Vinci system. © 2012 Intuitive
Surgical, Inc.

a problem that increases with the distance between surgeon console and patient-side robot, and

it has been an active field of research for more than two decades [35, 36, 37]. In terms of feed-

back control, even small delays of a few milliseconds are a threat to the overall stability of the

teleoperator. In addition, from a practical standpoint it is agreed that teleoperated surgery be-

comes infeasible for time delays larger than 200-300ms [38, 39], as the surgeon to an increasing

extent has to actively consider the hand-eye coordination, adding another, tiring dimension to

an already complex procedure. Even at the speed of light the round-trip delay between opposite

ends of the earth is 130ms. Consequently, for the realization of remote surgery it is important

to develop control algorithms that maintain stability of the teleoperator in the presence of delay,

while at the same time achieve an acceptable level of usability for the surgeon.

Currently, teleoperated robotic surgery is performed unilaterally, that is, the surgeon receives

no feedback from the operating site other than the visual information from the endoscopic cam-

era. The lack of haptic feedback is largely due to the challenges associated with measuring the

interaction forces between the surgical robot (slave) and the patient’s tissue [40, 41]:

• Sensor size: The best interaction force measurements are obtained when the force sensor

is mounted on the part of the instrument that is inside the patient’s body, close to the tip.

That imposes strict limitations on the size of the sensor. The diameter of the EndoWrist�

instruments of the da Vinci system, shown in Figure 1.3, is 5mm or 8mm. Today there is

no off-the-shelf force sensor of comparable size and with an adequate measurement range,

although prototypes exist [42, 43, 44]. The size of the instruments in future teleoperated

robotic surgery will also continue to decrease [45]. The force sensor may be placed on

the instrument shaft outside the patient’s body, where the size restrictions are acceptable,

but friction forces at the instrument incision point and within the movable parts of the
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instruments will severely distort measurements.

• Sensor cost: The measurement of forces also raises issues related to the cost of equipment,

as integrated force sensors will make the surgical instruments more expensive. Alterna-

tively, the sensors must be sterilizable for reuse, but that represents a design challenge

that is hard to overcome.

As the implementation of haptic feedback is not a trivial task, numerous studies try to answer

the question ‘is haptic feedback really necessary in teleoperated robotic surgery?’ A clear con-

sensus is yet to be reached in the literature, although only rarely do studies conclude that the

benefits of haptic feedback are negligible [46, 47]. Some argue that the visual clues provided by

the excellent 3D vision of current robotic systems act as a substitute for haptic feedback [48, 49].

However, most of the work that directly compares surgical performance of teleoperated robots

with and without haptic feedback concludes that it is helpful with respect to metrics like task

completion time, peak force and the number of errors [50, 51, 52]. The benefits of haptic feed-

back are perhaps particularly evident for novice surgeons [53, 54].

With the presumption that the lack of haptic feedback does represent a real impediment for

the widespread use of teleoperated robotic surgery, it is of great interest to find ways of restoring

the sense of touch to the surgeon. The previously discussed problems of force measurement in

robotic surgery encourage the search for alternate methods of implementing haptic feedback.

One such method is interaction force estimation; the focus of this thesis.

1.4 Organization of the Thesis

Chapter 2 Presents the focus of the research and the research objectives pursued in the thesis.

Chapter 3 Describes the methods that are employed in order to respond to the research objec-

tives.

Chapter 4 Summarizes the quantitative and qualitative results obtained from the experiments.

Chapter 5 Contains the general discussion of the contributions and results, with their advan-

tages and limitations.

Chapter 6 Lists the main conclusions of the research.

6



Chapter 2

Focus of the Research

2.1 Force Feedback through Force Estimation

Haptic feedback can be divided into two categories, force feedback and tactile feedback [13].

Force feedback refers to the transmission of object shape or stiffness through the generation of

motion or strain in the operator’s muscles and joints. Tactile feedback refers to the transmission

of touch and texture as felt by the human skin as a sensory organ. This thesis is concerned only

with force feedback.

The control software of the first electronically controlled teleoperator generated force feed-

back based on the position error between the master and slave robots [19]. No force sensors

are needed to implement that type of controller. However, the position-error-based controller

performs poorly when aiming for a maximum degree of telepresence [55, 56]. Obtaining com-

plete telepresence, or transparency, requires information about interaction forces in addition to

the position of the robots [29]. It has also been shown that teleoperation controllers that are

designed for maximum sensitivity rather than transparency benefit from the active use of in-

teraction force information [57, 17]. That type of controller is particularly useful in robotic

surgery, because it has the potential to improve the surgeon’s perception threshold. In the ab-

sence of force sensors, interaction force information has to be obtained by estimation, utilizing

other sources of available or measurable information. These sources typically include the posi-

tion/velocity (also called state) of the robot, the torque applied by the robot’s motors, and the

robot’s physical parameters. The focus of the research presented in this thesis is captured by the

following phrase:

The estimation of interaction forces for the realization of force sensor free bilat-

eral teleoperation with realistic or task-optimized force feedback for teleoperated

robotic surgery.

Interaction forces occur not only at the point of contact between the slave robot and the patient

tissue, but also between the master robot and human operator. Although the slave force is

most difficult to measure, we also pursue estimation of the master force. Task-optimized force

7
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Figure 2.1: Bilateral teleoperation with interaction forces F m and F s and cable-driven slave.

feedback refers to the type of feedback that targets a specific surgical task. The manipulation of

hard bone structures and the palpation of soft tissue are examples of tasks at opposite ends of

the spectrum, and whose optimal type of feedback will differ.

2.2 Research Objectives

Figure 2.1 depicts a simplistic sketch of the principle of bilateral teleoperation, and it shows

the points of contact where the interaction forces F m and F s occur. The sketch also shows a

cable-driven slave robot. With reference to the sketch three major objectives are pursued:

1. Single point of contact: estimate F s. In teleoperated robotic surgery the slave robot is of-

ten cable-driven. That is also the case for the da Vinci robot. Due to the long and slender

shape of the instruments used in keyhole surgery some or all of the motors have to be lo-

cated away from the joint they actuate. Instead, motors and joints are connected by cables.

Accurate interaction force estimation depends on the knowledge of the robot’s physical

parameters, but because of cable elasticity and complex cable friction, the parameters

are hard to identify. Hence, the first research objective addresses the identification of the

physical parameters of cable-driven robots, with emphasis on friction.

2. Dual point of contact: estimate F m and F s. A bilateral teleoperator must be viewed as

one system with two points of contact with its environment. At these points interaction

forces occur simultaneously, and the forces are interdependent. When the operator applies

a force F m to the master manipulator, it directly affects F s, and vice versa. Consequently,

the estimation of F m and F s cannot be done separately. The second research objective

addresses the mechanisms of dual estimation in bilateral teleoperation.

3. Combine objectives 1 and 2 in the effort to accomplish the goal of force sensor free

teleoperated robotic surgery with realistic or task-optimized force feedback.

8



Chapter 3

Methods

The sections of this chapter are divided corresponding to which of the three research objectives

they respond to. Section 3.1 discusses interaction force estimation with a single robot, with

emphasis on how to handle friction (objective 1). Section 3.2 discusses the mechanisms of dual

interaction force estimation in bilateral teleoperation (objective 2). Section 3.3 combines the ef-

forts of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 to form a task-optimized controller design method for teleoperated

robotic surgery (objective 3).

3.1 Single Interaction Force Estimation

This section discusses the estimation of the forces that occur at the point of interaction between

the end-effector of a cable-driven robot and its environment. The essence of the section is that

accurate interaction force estimation requires accurate parameter identification. The identifi-

cation of friction parameters is given special attention. Cable friction and cable elasticity are

treated separately, and their combining is left as future work.

3.1.1 Basic Estimation Concept

A physical object obeys Newton’s 2. law. The acceleration of the object times the mass of the

object equals the sum of all forces applied to the object. That is formulated mathematically as

mẍ =
∑

f (3.1)

wherem is the mass of the object, x is the position of the object and
∑
f is the sum of all forces

applied to the object. Newton’s 2. law also applies to more complex physical structures, like a

serial-link robot with d joints or Degrees of Freedom (DoF). Figure 3.1 shows a robot with three

DoFs. The variables q1, q2 and q3 represent the joint angles of the robot, τc1, τc2 and τc3 are the

torques applied to the joints by the motors, τf1, τf2 and τf3 are the friction torques that occur

at each joint of the robot, and F s is an externally applied force at the robot’s end-effector. The

9
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Figure 3.1: Serial-link robot with three Degrees of Freedom (DoF).

dynamic equation (Newton’s 2. law) of the robot in Figure 3.1 is given by

M (q)q̈ = τ c − τ f − C(q, q̇)q̇ − N (q) + τ s (3.2)

where M is the inertia (or mass) matrix, q = [q1, q2, q3]
T is the joint angle vector, τ c =

[τc1, τc2, τc3]
T is the motor joint torque vector, τ f = [τf1, τf2, τf3]

T is the joint friction vector, C

is the Coriolis matrix, N is the gravity vector and τ s is the effective external joint torque vector,

resulting from the application of F s. The two quantities are related through the manipulator

Jacobian J(q) as τ s = JT (q)F s. All the terms on the right-hand side of (3.2) together make

up the sum of all forces applied to the robot.

The objective is to compute estimates of the externally applied force F s. Alternately, the

corresponding torque τ s can be estimated, and F s found via the manipulator Jacobian J . The

basis of force estimation throughout this thesis is the concept of inverse dynamics [58]. Roughly

speaking, inverse dynamics means computing the forces applied to an object by measuring the

motion of the object. In the case of the robot in Figure 3.1, it means that if the joint angle q, the

joint velocity q̇ and the joint acceleration q̈ are known, then τ s can be computed as

τ s = M (q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + N (q) + τ f − τ c. (3.3)

That, however, also requires that M , C, N and τ f are known (τ c is the output of some control

algorithm, and is therefore known). They must be found through parameter identification. The

inertia matrix M , the Coriolis matrix C and the gravity vector N may be found using for

example a least-squares approach [59]. Here, focus is on the joint friction vector τ f , whose

estimation becomes more of a challenge in a cable-driven robot than in a regular robot. It is

assumed during friction estimation that the cables are inelastic.

10



3.1.2 Estimation of Coupled Friction (Paper I)

Parameter identification refers to the process of finding the constant physical parameters that

are contained in the dynamic equation of a system. Friction parameters are particularly difficult

to identify, and most friction models are heuristic and do not accurately describe the underlying

physical phenomena [60]. In a cable-driven robot, cables run from the base of the robot to the

joint they actuate. If a cable actuates joint i, friction is created at joints i − 1, i − 2, ..., down

to joint 1, due to the bending of the cable about the joint pulleys, imperfect pulley supports

and misalignment between cable and pulley [61]. The total arrangement of cables thus creates

a coupled friction picture. In teleoperated robotic surgery, the robots are usually operated at

low velocities, where friction is predominant, complicating matters further. Friction forces may

mask the delicate tissue interaction forces F s, thereby affecting the telepresence characteristics

of the teleoperation system [62]. Hence, it is imperative to have an efficient friction model, with

accurately identified parameters, so that friction can be compensated for.

The most common friction model used in engineering is the Coulomb+viscous model [59,

63]. However, numerous friction models have been developed in the attempt to capture complex

friction phenomena, such as the Stribeck effect (increasing friction at low velocities), hystere-

sis, pre-sliding displacement and varying break-away force [64, 65, 66, 67]. The more advanced

friction models are often dynamic, that is, the friction force is given as the output of a differen-

tial equation with one or more internal state variables. In contrast, static friction models (such

as the Coulomb+viscous model) have no internal state variables. Instead, the output of the fric-

tion model is given as a function of velocity, and possibly other variables as well. A drawback

of the Coulomb+viscous model, and all other friction models that are based on a predetermined

structure, is that they cannot describe friction phenomena that are not captured by that specific

structure. Examples of estimation techniques that do not make a priori assumptions about the

structure of the friction model include neural networks [68, 69], fuzzy systems [70] or combi-

nations thereof [71], and models that employ them are named learning models. The parameters

of a neural friction model are identified through a training procedure where experimental data

are used by the neural network to ‘learn’ how to reproduce the friction forces. A learning model

also extends naturally to multiple dimensions, such that the friction model can have multiple

inputs. That makes it suitable for use with a cable-driven robot, since the friction in one joint is

a function of the motion of multiple joints along the robot’s chain of links. In Paper I a wavelet

neural network is proposed for the estimation of the coupled joint friction in a cable-driven

robot. Like the Coulomb+viscous model, a wavelet network is linear in the parameters, which

means that all the parameters of the model can be collected into one vector. Linearity in the

parameters is favorable because it ensures ease of analysis and rapid parameter learning [72].

Unlike the Coulomb+viscous model, a wavelet network can approximate any static function

(such as friction) to a desired accuracy [73]. Hence, a wavelet network model is a tool suit-

able for multi-dimensional friction estimation, it should outperform other static friction models
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Figure 3.2: Graphical illustration of a wavelet neural network friction model.

in terms of estimation accuracy, and it is mathematically as simple as the Coulomb+viscous

model.

The proposed wavelet network model computes the friction estimate τ̂fi of the ith joint of

the robot as

τ̂fi(q̇) =
k∑

j=1

ĉjψj(q̇) (3.4)

where the ψj are wavelets and the ĉj are the model parameters. All the wavelets are offspring

of one particular mother wavelet, and a special scheme is adopted from Sanner and Slotine [74]

to dynamically pick the most suitable wavelets to be included in the network during learning.

A Lyapunov-based approach is taken to develop an adaptation law that ensures proper identifi-

cation of the ĉj parameters [75]. Figure 3.2 shows how the wavelet friction model for each joint

is a neural network comprising one hidden layer with k nodes and weights, d inputs and one

output. The model of Figure 3.2 is implemented for every joint, and the overall joint friction

estimate τ̂ f is constructed as τ̂ f (q̇) = [τ̂f1(q̇), τ̂f2(q̇), ..., τ̂fi(q̇), ..., τ̂fd(q̇)]T .

The wavelet network friction model is tested using a 3-DoF PHANTOM Omni haptic device

(Sensable Technologies, MA, USA). Ideally, the performance of the model should be evaluated

by comparing measured friction to estimated friction. In general, friction as an isolated quantity

cannot be measured. Hence, the performance of the wavelet network model is evaluated by

computing the joint motor torque estimation error ec := τ c − τ̂ c as an alternate performance

metric. The estimated joint motor torque τ̂ c is computed by solving (3.2) with respect to τ c,

and its accuracy depends on the accuracy of τ̂ f . The Omni is operated in free space during data

collection, so τ s = 0.
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3.1.3 Parameter Identification by Manual Excitation (Paper II)

The field of robotic force control deals with the problem of maintaining a desired force in the

interaction point between the robot’s end-effector and its surroundings, and reliable interaction

force information is essential. Typical applications include assembly, grinding and deburring

[76]. Several approaches have been employed for the estimation of interaction forces in robotic

force control, among them inverse dynamics [77, 78], disturbance observers [79], Kalman filter-

like observers [80, 81] and vision-based observers [82]. At the moment it is not important

what estimation approach is used, as all of the above approaches require parameter knowledge

of some extent. Focus is therefore on accurately identifying the parameters contained in the

robot’s dynamic equation (3.2). That is often done by utilizing the joint motor torque estimation

error ec = τ c − τ̂ c in order to drive the parameters toward their correct values (as well as to

evaluate performance, as in Paper I). In Paper II it is proposed to use the externally applied

force F s (or equivalently, τ s)1 during identification of M , C and N instead of the motor

torque τ c. The friction torque τ f is estimated with the wavelet network model proposed in

Paper I. The interaction torque estimation error es := τ s − τ̂ s is a direct measure of how well

interaction forces can be estimated, whereas the motor torque estimation error ec is only an

indirect measure. With reference to Figure 3.1, external force data is collected by manually

grasping the tip of the robot and moving it around in space, generating a series of F s data. This

technique for generating robot motion is named manual excitation. Manual excitation was also

used by Smith et al. in [78]. However, they modeled the whole dynamic equation of the robot

with a neural network, not just friction. It is our belief that learning models should be utilized

only when physical modeling is infeasible.

Manual excitation has another two important advantages, in addition to the direct link be-

tween using es and interaction force estimation. The first advantage relates to the question

of whether the motor torque vector τ c can be considered known, which is required when

ec = τ c − τ̂ c is used for parameter identification. Motor torque is a value set in the con-

trol software, and it is assumed that the actual torque applied at the joints will have the same

value. In practice, this assumption hinges on a chain of conversion factors being correct, such

as the motor’s current-to-torque constant and the gear ratio. When manual excitation is used,

the identification of this chain of conversion factors can be integrated into the overall parameter

identification problem, and any incorrect conversion can be corrected. The second additional

advantage of manual excitation relates to the training of the wavelet friction model (3.4). Learn-

ing models rely on having training data that appropriately reflect normal operating conditions.

It means that the wavelet friction model (3.4) must be trained for all possible velocities q̇ that

may occur during normal operation. In practice that cannot be achieved. However, since the

motion of the human hand is naturally random, manual excitation will provide training data that

are much richer than when motor torques make the robot follow a predetermined pattern.

1In Paper II the variable names F e and τ e are used in place of F s and τ s, respectively.
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Figure 3.3: Single-DoF elastic transmission.

For the validation experiments the PHANTOM Omni is again used, only now fitted with

an adapter that allows a force sensor to be attached at its tip for the recording of the force

F s. Different from Paper I, the interaction torque estimation error es is used to evaluate the

performance of the manual excitation algorithm in Paper II.

3.1.4 Estimation in Robots with Elastic Cables (Paper III)

Up until now it has been assumed that the cable transmission is inelastic. If the cables that run

between motor and link are sufficiently short, that assumption may be justified. However, in a

lot of cable-driven robots the cables are too long that their elasticity can be ignored. When the

cables are elastic, the angle of the motor and the actuated link are slightly offset. Often only

motor angle is measured. Consequently, the overall configuration of the robot cannot be com-

puted, because the link angles are unknown. In turn, that means that it is not straightforward

to apply inverse dynamics for interaction force estimation, since inverse dynamics rely on the

complete motion (also called state) of the robot being known. Parameter identification and state

estimation in robots with elastic transmissions have been extensively studied, using various

methodologies to approach the problem [83, 84, 85, 86, 87]. In Paper III, simultaneous pa-

rameter identification and state estimation is undertaken for a 1-DoF elastic transmission, with

only motor-side angle measurements available. That is a realistic situation in a lot of robots.

Interaction force estimation is also studied in the same setting.

Figure 3.3 shows a stylized illustration of the third joint/link of the robot in Figure 3.1,

where the link is actuated via an elastic transmission system. Due to the elasticity, separate

variables are required to describe the motion on the motor and link side of the transmission; qm3

and q̇m3 for the motor-side state, and q3 and q̇3 for the link-side state. Only qm3 is known, in

addition to the motor torque τc3. Notice that fs is used in place of F s to indicate that the system

in Figure 3.3 is 1-dimensional. An Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [88, 89] is employed to

estimate the unknown state variables q̇m,3, q3 and q̇3, and to identify the unknown physical pa-

rameters. The unknown parameters are the cable elasticity and the friction on both sides of the

transmission. The only inputs to the UKF are the motor-side angle qm3 and the motor torque τc3.

The simple Coulomb+viscous model is used in place of the wavelet friction model from Paper

14
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Figure 3.4: Bilateral teleoperation with interaction forces fm and fs, and velocities vm and vs.

I. The wavelet friction model is primarily developed for coupled friction phenomena, which

is not an issue for the 1-DoF system in Figure 3.3. Wavelets still have the potential of out-

performing the Coulomb+viscous model even for 1-DoF systems, and the training of wavelet

networks inside a UKF algorithm is possible [90]. Yet, the inclusion of wavelet networks for

friction estimation in elastic transmissions has been left for future studies. The UKF is cho-

sen because simultaneous parameter identification and state estimation can be done through a

straightforward implementation of the basic algorithm. Furthermore, the UKF is chosen over

the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) because it is capable of performing nonlinear estimation

without linearization. The UKF has been used successfully in robotic applications [91] as well

as non-robotic applications [92, 93].

Unlike Papers I and II, focus is here on state estimation and the elasticity of the cables, rather

than interaction force estimation and the friction present in the system. In addition to testing

the accuracy of the UKF’s state and parameter estimates, Paper III studies the robustness of

the UKF’s state estimates when presented with variations in the transmission’s inertia, cable

tension and applied interaction forces during operation (when parameter identification has been

switched off). Interaction force estimation with partial state knowledge is also studied within

the same setting. The experiments are conducted using a 1-DoF cable transmission testbed.

3.2 Dual Interaction Force Estimation

In bilateral teleoperation there are two points of energy exchange; between the slave robot and

its environment, and between the master robot and the operator. This section deals with the

simultaneous estimation of the forces fm and fs that arise at these interaction points of a 1-DoF

teleoperation system, shown as arrows in Figure 3.4. The figure is a copy of Figure 2.1, except

that fm and fs are used in place of F m and F s, since only 1-DoF systems are considered at

the moment. The extension to multi-DoF systems is treated in Section 3.3. The essence of the

section is that the estimation of master and slave interaction forces in bilateral teleoperation
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must be viewed as one problem.

3.2.1 The Modeling Basics of Bilateral Teleoperation

Since there two points (or ports) of energy exchange, a 1-DoF bilateral teleoperation system is

often modeled as a 2-port network [94]. Figure 3.5 shows the 2-port network that corresponds

to Figure 3.4, where fm and vm are the force and velocity at the port connecting the master

robot and the human operator, and fs and vs are the force and velocity at the port connecting

the slave robot and the environment. The dynamics of the operator and environment are repre-

sented by the impedances zh and ze, respectively, and f ∗

h and f ∗

e are the intended forces. The

‘Teleoperator’ block contains the dynamics of the master and slave robots, plus all dynamics

added as a result of implementing a particular teleoperation controller. In general the robot

dynamics as well as the controller may contain both linear and nonlinear components. For the

purpose of mathematical modeling some classification is convenient. We define two classes of

teleoperators according to the degree of nonlinearity of its components:

Class I: The force and velocity variables all appear linearly in the dynamic equations, i.e.,

an overall linear teleoperator.

Class II: The force variables appear linearly in the dynamic equations, but the velocity vari-

ables may appear within nonlinear terms.

Notice that Class I is contained in Class II. Although classes may also be defined for even more

general teleoperation systems, it is our claim that the large majority of teleoperators are covered

by Class II.

The mathematical analysis of a Class I teleoperator is often done in the frequency domain.

Because all signals appear linearly, a Class I teleoperator may be put on the form of the Extended

Lawrence Architecture (ELA). The ELA is our name for the architecture originally devised by

Lawrence [29], and later improved upon by Hashtrudi-Zaad and Salcudean [95]. The ELA is

shown in Figure 3.6, and besides the operator and environment impedances it comprises

• a master robot with dynamics zcm(s), and local force and position gains c6(s) and c8(s),
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Figure 3.6: The Extended Lawrence Architecture (ELA).

• a slave robot with dynamics zcs(s), and local force and position gains c5(s) and c7(s), and

• a communication layer with gains c1(s)–c4(s).

Also, fcm and fcs are the control output forces sent to master and slave motors, respectively. The

term ‘controller’ is used to refer to a particular choice of values for the whole set of controller

gains c1–c8. The performance analysis of a particular choice of controller involves an evaluation

of the teleoperator’s stability and telepresence properties; two complementary measures that

trade off one another. Stability can be evaluated via, for example, passivity theory [26], singular

value conditions [96] or absolute stability [97, 98]. The teleoperator’s telepresence properties

describe to what extent the operator feels present at the remote site, and it is evaluated by seeing

how well the master force fm and velocity vm match their respective quantities fs and vs on

the slave side [99, 55]. A transparent teleoperator will make sure that fm = fs and vm = vs at

all times. Telepresence may also be substituted for other measures of fidelity, such as optimal

sensitivity [57].
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3.2.2 Global Teleoperator Transparency Analysis (Paper IV)

Since its introduction the Lawrence/ELA architecture has been used extensively in the analysis

of both the stability and telepresence properties of various Class I teleoperation control designs

[23, 100, 55, 101, 56]. However, transparency has always been shown ‘by demonstration’.

Certain choices of the controller gains c1–c8 have been shown to be a sufficient condition for

transparency. For example, Lawrence [29] illustrated how choosing specific values for the com-

munication layer gains c1–c4 is sufficient for transparency. Yokokohji and Yoshikawa [30] also

reported of a teleoperation controller that achieved transparency by utilizing all four commu-

nication channels, roughly at the same time as Lawrence, but independently, thus reinforcing

the belief that four channels were needed for transparency. Hashtrudi-Zaad and Salcudean [95]

utilized the local force feedback gains c5 and c6 to achieve transparency with only three non-

zero communication layer gains. Again, it was a demonstration of sufficiency. Kim et al. [102]

showed that transparency may actually be achieved with only two non-zero communication

layer gains. Fite et al. [103] also discussed the possibility of transparency with two channels.

Neither of the above-mentioned papers showed that their specific choice of gains was a nec-

essary condition for transparency. Paper IV undertakes a global transparency analysis of the

ELA in Figure 3.6. It states necessary and sufficient conditions for transparency for all Class I

bilateral teleoperation controllers. Subsequent conditions are then derived that show how trans-

parency can be achieved with only two non-zero communication layer gains. Transparency

(telepresence) is the exclusive topic of Paper IV. Stability is an equally important aspect of tele-

operation controller design, and while it is fine to consider telepresence and stability separately

in an earlier design phase, the two must eventually be studied together. Paper IV may also be

considered an introduction to the kind of 2-port network analysis that is used to develop the

concept of Force Sensor Free (FSF) teleoperation in Paper V.

3.2.3 Interaction Force Estimation in Teleoperation (Paper V)

Controllers for bilateral teleoperation that aim to achieve a maximum degree of telepresence

most often make use of interaction force measurements. It seems logical that in order to imple-

ment realistic force feedback, information about these forces must be communicated within the

system in one way or another. Due to the difficulties associated with incorporating force sensors

in a teleoperation system (and particularly in teleoperated keyhole surgery), numerous efforts

have been made to obtain the interaction forces by estimation rather than by measurement. In

general, estimation of a quantity that is not measurable is done by utilizing information about

one or more quantities that are measurable. For the purpose of interaction force estimation in

teleoperation, that information may be obtained internally from within the teleoperation sys-

tem, or externally from the connecting entities (human operator, environment, or both). In the

former case the measurable quantities may be the state of the robots, the motor forces (torques)

and the dynamic parameters of the robots [104, 105, 106, 107]. In the latter case the mea-
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surable quantities may be the dynamic parameters of the operator and environment, and their

respective motion variables, measured for example by vision systems [108, 109]. Only internal

information-driven estimation is considered here.

Paper V studies the effect on performance caused by the estimation of the master and slave

interaction forces. The main message is that the estimation of the two forces fm and fs must be

viewed as one problem. The reason is that the two forces are functions of each other; applying

one force will have an effect on the other force. By writing out the dynamics of a Class II

teleoperator on the general form

Qf + R(v) = 0 (3.5)

where f := [fm, fs]
T , v := [vm,−vs]

T and the linear matrix Q and the nonlinear vector R

reflect the contents of the ‘Teleoperator’ block in Figure 3.5, the problem of estimating fm and

fs becomes one of solving the matrix equation (3.5) with respect to f . Whenever Q is singular,

a solution does not exist, and interaction forces cannot be estimated. For Class I teleoperators

Paper V also introduces the notion of equivalent controllers, and it is shown how that can be uti-

lized to establish the Force Sensor Free (FSF) transformation. The FSF transformation accepts

a general Class I ELA controller (a set of controller gains c1–c8) and outputs a new ELA con-

troller with identical stability and telepresence characteristics, but where force measurements

are not utilized. The output of the FSF transformation is referred to as an FSF controller. The

FSF transformation is an aid in the effort to understand the theoretical effect of force estimation

within the familiar framework of the ELA controller, but it is also a procedure that allows con-

troller design to be done assuming that force measurements are available, even when they are

not.

The experiments in Paper V focus on the validation of the FSF transformation. The purpose

of the experiments is to compare the stability and telepresence properties of two teleoperation

controllers; some given ELA controller that relies on interaction force measurements and the

FSF-transformed version of that same controller. The comparison is done using both raw data

and fitted data. Raw data are compared by plotting the force and position profiles as a function

of time for the two teleoperation systems while touching a sample gel that mimics human tissue.

Fitted data are compared via an empirical calculation of the hybrid matrix representation of the

two teleoperation systems [110]. The laboratory setup is a custom-built teleoperation system

using two PHANTOM Premium haptic devices (Sensable Technologies, MA, USA) and a PXI

embedded controller (National Instruments, TX, USA). The reader may consult Appendix A

for the details on that system.

3.3 Force Sensor Free Teleoperated Robotic Surgery

The focus of this thesis is to develop new methods for realistic or task-optimized force feedback

in teleoperated robotic surgery. To that end, research objectives 1 and 2 presented in Sections
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Figure 3.7: Serial-link robot with workspace coordinates.

3.1 and 3.2, respectively, are independent efforts that must be brought together in order to re-

alize a teleoperation system that is capable of delivering the sought-after objective 3; force

sensor free teleoperated surgery with task-optimized force feedback. Section 3.3.1 utilizes the

friction estimation and parameter identification of Section 3.1 to enable the linear 1-DoF in-

teraction force estimation schemes of Section 3.2 to be implemented on nonlinear multi-DoF

real robots. Section 3.3.2 then goes one step further to develop a 2-stage sensitivity-optimized

control scheme tailored for soft-tissue surgery.

3.3.1 Real-World Application of Linear 1-DoF Theory

The dual force estimation theory of Section 3.2 is only valid for 1-dimensional teleoperators.

Furthermore, the Force Sensor Free (FSF) transformation assumes the system is linear. How-

ever, robots are in most cases multi-dimensional and nonlinear. Hence, in order to implement

design schemes based on what was developed in Section 3.2, the dynamics of the master and

slave robots must be decoupled and linearized.

Consider the serial-link robot in Figure 3.7. It is the same robot as in Figure 3.1, except

that workspace coordinates are shown instead of joint-space coordinates. Recall that the robot’s

dynamic equation in joint-space is given as

M (q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + N (q) + τ f = τ c + τ s. (3.6)

The strategy is to change the apparent dynamic behavior of the robot into

Mwp̈ = F c + F s (3.7)

where Mw := diag(mx,my,mz) ∈ R
3×3 is a chosen mass matrix, p := [x, y, z]T is the posi-
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tion of the end effector relative to the base of the robot, F c is the effective control output force

and F s is the interaction force. Eq. (3.7) represents three linear, independent 1-DoF point mass

systems. The transition from the joint-space equation (3.6) to the workspace equation (3.7)

takes place by applying a torque to the joints of the robot that effectively decouples its dynamic

behavior. Such decoupling of the robot’s dynamics is usually referred to as a computed-torque

method [111], which is a well-known method, and not a contribution of this thesis. However,

the computed-torque method relies on the knowledge of M , C, N and τ f . That is where

the friction estimation and parameter identification methods of Section 3.1 come into play, be-

cause their accuracy will have a direct impact on the accuracy of the computed-torque method.

With the dynamics of the master and slave robots decoupled, the FSF transformation may be

implemented on a per workspace axis basis.

3.3.2 Task-Optimized Robotic Surgery (Papers VI and VII)

Çavuşoğlu et al. [57] argued that the design of a bilateral teleoperation controller should be spe-

cific to the task at hand, that is, the controller should be task-optimized. It is not obvious that

telepresence, the traditional performance metric, represents the optimum type of performance

for all types of tasks. In surgery a common task is the manipulation of soft tissue. For this task

the teleoperator should have the ability to convey the smallest possible changes in tissue com-

pliance to the surgeon. Thus, sensitivity should perhaps be pursued rather than transparency.

As part of the analysis in [57] it was also demonstrated that obtainable sensitivity increases if

interaction force measurements are available. Because it is difficult to mount force sensors on

the small surgical instruments of the slave robot, sensitivity is in danger of being compromised.

To battle that threat, we propose a 2-stage controller design method that

I. designs a Sensitivity-Optimized (SO) Class I bilateral teleoperation controller based on a

modified version of the methodology of [57], and

II. applies the FSF transformation to the controller of Stage I in order to create a Sensitivity-

Optimized Force Sensor Free (SOFSF) controller that is specifically aimed at teleoperated

robotic surgery.

Stage I of the controller design consists of formulating and solving a constrained optimiza-

tion problem with respect to the controller gains c1–c8 of the ELA in Figure 3.6. The cost

function is a measure of the teleoperator’s sensitivity, and there are three constraints that must

be observed; a tracking constraint, a stability constraint and an FSF existence constraint. The

tracking constraint is necessary to avoid trivial solutions to the optimization problem. The sta-

bility constraint is necessary in order to guarantee the robustness of the system. The stability

constraint in [57] requires known bounds on both the environment impedance ze and the human

operator impedance zh (see the 2-port network in Figure 3.5), of which the latter is particularly

hard to determine, as the dynamics of a human operator are highly nonlinear and time-varying.
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Instead, the 2-stage method uses the stability constraint introduced by Haddadi and Hashtrudi-

Zaad [28], which only requires known bounds on the environment impedance. Finally, the FSF

existence constraint is necessary in order to prevent that the solution to the optimization prob-

lem yields a poorly conditioned Q matrix in (3.5). The FSF existence constraint guarantees a

well-defined FSF transformation in Stage II. The choice of controller parameters is a general-

ization of the original formulation in [57], as the size of the parameter space is extended from

2-dimensional to 8-dimensional.

The 2-stage teleoperation controller design method is tested in two ways. First, an approxi-

mate sensitivity value σ are calculated and compared for the SO and SOFSF controllers through

an automated palpation task in Paper VI. The teleoperation system automatically palpates a tis-

sue gel that contains a metal bolt inserted underneath its surface. The metal bolt produces a

change in impedance, and the calculated sensitivity value measures how well that change is

conveyed from slave to master side. Appendix A explains how the automation is realized. Sec-

ond, Paper VII presents the results of a human perception test; the human-operated equivalent

of the automated palpation task of Paper VI. A number of human subjects are asked to locate

the metal bolt underneath the surface of the gel, using the teleoperation system, and without

being able to see the slave and the gel. The idea is to use statistical methods to evaluate and

compare the sensitivity of the SO and SOFSF controllers. Appendix A explains how the test

equipment is set up, and the test procedure is found in Paper VII.
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Chapter 4

Summary of Results

This chapter provides a brief summary of the results achieved in each of the original papers; as

a theoretical result, an experimental result, or a combination of the two.

4.1 Single Estimation Force Estimation

4.1.1 Estimation of Coupled Friction (Paper I)

Purpose/Contribution of paper To show that an expansion/network of wavelets has a better

ability to estimate friction than a simple Coulomb+viscous friction model in a robot where

friction may be coupled between multiple joints, typically caused by a cable transmission.

Outcome During training of the wavelet network the relative Root-Mean-Square (RMS) mo-

tor torque estimation errors were reduced by up to 30.5% compared to the Coulomb+viscous

model1. However, during validation of the wavelet network, performance was worse than for

the Coulomb+viscous model, manifested by increased motor torque estimation errors, and it

highlighted the need to improve the way the wavelet network was trained.

4.1.2 Parameter Identification by Manual Excitation (Paper II)

Purpose/Contribution of paper To show that manual excitation of the robot during the col-

lection of training data will improve interaction force estimation performance compared to using

conventional motor torque excitation (as in Paper I).

Outcome Manual excitation resulted in a reduction of the relative RMS estimation errors

ranging from 21% to 35% between the three joints of the Omni compared to motor torque

excitation. It was also observed how the manual excitation algorithm adjusted the motor torque

constants to presumably more correct values. Presumably, because the actual motor constants

1In Paper I, estimation error reductions are quoted in percentage points (pp).
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were unknown, but the adjustments resulted in improved interaction force performance. Finally,

the richness of the training data was seen to be much higher than with motor torque excitation,

thus resulting in improved training of the wavelet network friction model.

4.1.3 Estimation in Robots with Elastic Cables (Paper III)

Purpose/Contribution of paper To employ an Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) for state and

parameter estimation in an elastic transmission, and study its robustness to unknown variations

in inertia, cable tension and interaction forces.

Outcome The UKF successfully estimated the unknown parameters of the elastic transmis-

sion, and also the motor and link angles and velocities under nominal conditions. Although

the transmission was very stiff, and hence the motor and link states almost identical, infor-

mation about the individual quantities was obtained. When varying the inertia of the link, state

estimation performance stayed almost constant until the inertia reached about 2.5 times its nom-

inal value, after which the estimation performance deteriorated quickly. The most interesting

phenomenon that was observed when varying the tension of the cable was that estimation per-

formance seemed to stay constant or even improve as cable tension decreased (which it is bound

to do over time). There was a near-linear relationship between increasing interaction forces and

state estimation errors, suggesting that interaction forces might be estimated using this error

information, at least in a steady-state sense. Irrespective of variation from nominal conditions,

using the UKF link angle estimate was better than using motor angle as an approximation (that

is, an inelastic transmission assumption). The same was not true for the velocity estimate. Over-

all, the angle estimates were particularly robust to variation in operating conditions, and more

so than the velocity estimates.

4.2 Dual Interaction Force Estimation

4.2.1 Global Teleoperator Transparency Analysis (Paper IV)

Purpose/Contribution of paper To formally analyze the global transparency characteristics

of the Extended Lawrence teleoperator Architecture (ELA).

Outcome The analysis may be regarded as theoretical groundwork for Papers V, VI and VII,

but also as a stand-alone effort. The results consisted of a transparency theorem with two accom-

panying corollaries, plus a demonstration of redundancy in the original Lawrence architecture.

The theorem stated the general solution to the problem of achieving transparency in bilateral

teleoperation. It was shown that there is an infinite number of solutions that all yield trans-

parency. The first corollary gave a condition on the relationship between the communication
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layer gains c1–c4 of the extended Lawrence architecture that must be satisfied for transparency

to be possible. The second corollary formally showed how transparency can be achieved us-

ing only two of the gains c1–c4 in the communication layer. The purpose of the redundancy

demonstration was to illustrate how a communication layer gain in the original Lawrence ar-

chitecture can in some cases be replaced by a local gain, while preserving transparency. Hence,

the communication layer gain is redundant.

4.2.2 Interaction Force Estimation in Teleoperation (Paper V)

Purpose/Contribution of paper To study the effect of interaction force estimation on perfor-

mance in bilateral teleoperation, and introduce the Force Sensor Free (FSF) transformation.

Outcome The main result of the first part of Paper V was a proposition that points out the

existence of a singularity in a teleoperation system, close to which interaction force estimation

becomes infeasible. The potential singularity of the matrix Q in (3.5) serves as evidence that

the achievable performance in teleoperation is limited in the absence of force sensors. A case

study showed that when Q is poorly conditioned (near-singular), interaction force estimation

becomes infeasible in practice, due to closed-loop feedback gains that approach infinity. Thus,

the system becomes vulnerable to aspects not accounted for, such as phase lag from low-pass

filtering during practical implementation.

The second part of Paper V was dedicated to the development and validation of the FSF

transformation. Validation was done through an experimental comparison of a sample tele-

operation controller and its FSF-transformed counterpart. In theory, these controllers are equiv-

alent. When comparing force and position profiles, the two controllers did perform very sim-

ilarly during contact with the gel. However, during free-space motion, the FSF controller per-

formed worse than the original controller. The master force of the FSF controller was of a

fluctuating character, while it stayed close to zero for the original controller, which is what it

should do when the slave is not touching the gel. When comparing the elements of the hybrid

matrices of the two controllers, it was found that their frequency responses were almost identi-

cal in the lower frequency segment, which is logical, since that is where the data were recorded.

For higher frequencies the responses did not match as well.

4.3 Force Sensor Free Teleoperated Robotic Surgery

4.3.1 Task-Optimized Teleoperation Controller (Paper VI)

Purpose/Contribution of paper To obtain realistic, sensitivity-optimized force feedback tai-

lored for use in teleoperated robotic surgery, with the use of a 2-stage controller design method

that merges sensitivity optimization and interaction force estimation.
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Outcome The automated palpation experiment resulted in average approximate sensitivity

values of σ = 0.285 for the Sensitivity-Optimized (SO) controller of Stage I and σ = 0.202 for

the Sensitivity-Optimized Force Sensor Free (SOFSF) controller of Stage II. In comparison, the

predicted sensitivity — the outcome of the optimization problem in Section 3.3.2 and denoted

by σc — was computed to be σc = 0.211. A Mann-Whitney statistical test determined that the

sensitivity of the SOFSF controller was significantly lower than that of the SO controller on the

5% level, with a p-value of p = 0.00002.

4.3.2 Evaluation through Human Perception Test (Paper VII)

Purpose/Contribution of paper To show that the SO and SOFSF controllers of the 2-stage

design method have identical sensitivity characteristics through a perception test with human

participants and statistical analysis.

Outcome The sensitivity of the SO and SOFSF controllers were determined based on their

ability to help the human operator locate the metal bolt in the tissue gel (shown in Figure A.4(a)).

In theory, the more sensitive controllers should be better at locating the bolts. The hypothesis

behind the design of the test was that the SO and SOFSF controllers would be equally sensitive,

and statistically set apart from a benchmark controller whose theoretical sensitivity was lower.

However, the results came out inconclusive. Hence, the outcome of Paper VII was instead a set

of design aspects that will have to be addressed and improved upon before being able to observe

differences in sensitivity.
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Chapter 5

General Discussion

5.1 Single Interaction Force Estimation

The literature contains a lot of work on the identification of the physical parameters of robots.

However, less work can be found on cable-driven robots, particularly in terms of the identifi-

cation of joint friction. The cable transmission system makes identifying friction parameters a

difficult task. This part of the thesis therefore mainly focused on finding a simple friction model

that was able to capture coupled friction phenomena.

Paper I presented the wavelet neural network as a possible solution to finding a simple fric-

tion model. It was chosen because it is mathematically simple and because no predetermined

model structure is needed, but most importantly it was chosen because it may easily be ex-

tended to multiple dimensions. The latter makes the wavelet friction model suitable for the

approximation of friction in a cable transmission, since multiple variables from different joints

of the robot may be fed as input to the model. The results also indicated that the wavelet fric-

tion model performed better than a conventional Coulomb+viscous friction model. That is, it

performed better during the training phase (when the model parameters are estimated). During

the validation phase (when the model parameters are tested) the problem of achieving adequate

training became evident. It was hard to provide the wavelet friction model with sufficiently

general training data, hence performance was affected during validation.

Manual hand excitation of the robot was introduced in Paper II as a training technique with

three distinct advantages; 1) as a random trajectory generator, manual excitation would provide

training data with a high degree of richness, thereby mitigating the main problem of Paper I,

2) integrated dynamic estimation of the motor constants enables a more accurate adjustment

of the data sheet figures and gear ratios, and 3) when the ultimate application is interaction

force estimation, manual excitation training directly seeks to minimize the force estimation

error. These advantages together resulted in an improvement of interaction force estimation

performance of up to 35%, compared to using motor excitation. However, manual excitation

comes with two main limitations. First, a force sensor must be attached to the tip of the robot
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during the collection of training data. That may seem to defeat the purpose of avoiding the use

of force sensors in the first place. The best option would be to build a force sensing adapter that

can easily attach to and detach from the tip of the robot. The adapter can then function as an

intermediate connection point between the hand of the operator and the robot during training,

and then detach for normal operation. There will, however, be a slight change of dynamics, due

to the weight and length of the adapter. The second limitation of manual excitation is that it

requires the robot to be backdrivable. Lightweight, direct-drive robots such as the PHANTOM

Omni are usually backdrivable, but heavier industrial robots with large gear ratios may not be.

Paper III should be set aside somewhat from the main path of the work, as interaction force

estimation was only a secondary topic. Focus was primarily on the robustness of the state

estimates in an elastic transmission under changing operating conditions. On the other hand,

the ability of the inverse dynamics algorithm — the underlying principle of estimation in this

thesis — to correctly estimate the interaction force will depend on the accuracy and robustness

of the system parameters and state estimates. Hence, the robustness study of Paper III may be

regarded as an indirect study of interaction force estimation ability under changing operating

conditions. One such change was, interestingly, the application of an interaction force. It was

found that a linearly increasing interaction force resulted in a near-linearly increasing state

estimation error. That correlation can perhaps be exploited to obtain a simple estimate of the

value of the force, but it was not studied further in this thesis.

In the pursuit of research objective 1, two aspects of interaction force estimation in cable-

driven robots were treated; joint friction and cable elasticity. However, they were treated sepa-

rately, one without the other. Papers I and II studied the use of wavelets for friction estimation,

but the cables were assumed to be inelastic. Paper III studied state estimation in an elastic

transmission with one Degree of Freedom (DoF), but no wavelet model was used for friction

estimation. Ultimately the goal is to estimate F s in Figure 2.1, that is, a multi-dimensional inter-

action force. In order to develop a complete interaction force estimation scheme for a multi-DoF

cable-driven robot with elastic cables and coupled friction, the wavelet network friction model

must be merged with the UKF algorithm. Building a UKF for a cable-driven robot with, say, 6

DoFs is a challenging task in itself, because of the large number of variables. The UKF must be

extrapolated on a joint-by-joint basis, or a new UKF algorithm must be built around a complete

model of a cable-driven robot with elasticity taken into account, such as the model in [112].

Still, the bigger challenge will perhaps be the adaptation of the wavelet coefficients, since there

may be thousands of them, and it is not obvious how the adaptation should be done efficiently

inside the UKF framework. The most likely solution is some sort of a parallel adaptation ap-

proach, where the state estimates from the UKF are continuously used in the adaptation of the

wavelet coefficients, and vice versa.
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5.2 Dual Interaction Force Estimation

When the two interaction forces (master and slave side) of a teleoperation system are estimated,

they are commonly treated individually as two separate estimation problems. The central claim

of research objective 2 was that they should be treated as one and the same problem.

Paper IV did not study interaction force estimation at all. Nevertheless, its formal discussion

of transparency in linear teleoperation systems did contribute important knowledge, particularly

about the flow of information throughout the system and between master and slave robots. One

of the most important results was the realization that transparency is possible with only two

channels of information being communicated between master and slave robots, such as velocity

in one direction and force in the other. A potential criticism against Paper IV is that it dealt with

transparency exclusively. Stability was ignored. However, studying one aspect of teleoperation

does not mean that the other aspects have been forgotten. Paper IV was not intended as a

complete recipe for teleoperation controller design. Rather, it was intended as a guideline for

transparent controller design. The knowledge of the bilateral teleoperation system obtained in

Paper IV also served as a good starting point for the work to be done in Paper V.

In general, the performance of any system that uses estimated interaction forces is limited

compared to when force sensors are available, as a result of inaccurate estimation (due to im-

perfect knowledge of robot parameters, convergence time of force estimates etc.). The most

important outcome of Paper V was the proof that the performance of a teleoperation system

that uses estimated interaction forces is limited also on a theoretical level. That is, even if the

interaction forces can be estimated with 100% accuracy, there is a performance limit, due to the

existence of a singularity. Essentially, interaction force estimation in bilateral teleoperation is

analogous to solving a set of two equations in two unknowns; there may not be a solution, or

the solution might be poorly conditioned. The analysis of Paper V was general, encompassing

nonlinear as well as linear systems. The only condition imposed was that the interaction forces

appear linearly within the system. Hence, the analysis has a broad impact on the understanding

of the governing mechanisms of interaction force estimation in bilateral teleoperation.

Paper V also introduced the Force Sensor Free (FSF) transformation for linear teleoperation

systems, and a set of experiments was conducted in order to validate its operation. Closely

linked performance was observed between the original controller and its FSF-transformed ver-

sion, as predicted by theory. However, differences in performance were also observed, partic-

ularly at higher frequencies, demonstrating the inevitable effect of inaccurate force estimation.

Several factors may explain inaccurate estimation. These include

• inadequate or insufficient modeling of the robots,

• inaccurate identification of the dynamic parameters of the PHANTOM Premiums, and

• low-pass filtering of force, velocity and acceleration.
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A very good example that involves all of the above factors is the computed-torque method

of Section 3.3.1. First, the computed-torque method relies on the dynamic equation correctly

describing the actual behavior of the robot. In reality the dynamic equation that was used for the

PHANTOM Premiums was a simplification. It did not model internal vibration modes created

by the cable transmissions, structural flexibility or backlash. Second, the computed-torque

method relies on the parameter identification being accurate. As seen from the results in Papers

I and II, the wavelet network friction model did not achieve perfect results. In other words, the

parameter estimation was accurate only to a certain extent. Finally, the joint angles, velocities

and accelerations were not known exactly. Optical encoders with a finite resolution were used

for angle measurement, and both velocity and acceleration were passed through low-pass filters,

resulting in poor approximations at higher frequencies.

More than anything, the outcome of the pursuing of research objective 2 was an increased

understanding of the basic workings of a bilateral teleoperation system, and the effect that esti-

mating the interaction forces will have on the performance of that system. The most important

result was the fact that there exists an interaction force estimation singularity in a bilateral tele-

operation system. Any controller design that aims to estimate the interaction forces must main-

tain a safe distance (quantified using some measure of closeness) to that singularity, in order to

preserve a robustly stable system. The shorter the distance, the better the telepresence. It is the

classic stability-telepresence trade-off over again. What makes a ‘safe distance’ is determined

by the quality of the particular hardware (robots) in use. High quality hardware allows a shorter

distance to the singularity. A highly interesting research topic would be a systematic robustness

analysis that determines/quantifies the safe distance for a given teleoperation system, and, once

it is found, looks for the most economic ways to make it shorter. For example, what is more

important, accurate friction estimation or accurate acceleration measurement?

5.3 Force Sensor Free Teleoperated Robotic Surgery

Research objective 3 brought objectives 1 and 2 together in a logical sequence of research

efforts, moving forward from the development of algorithms with a large range of applications

towards the specific integration of these algorithms for use in force sensor free teleoperated

robotic surgery. The product was the 2-stage controller design method for sensitivity-optimized

teleoperation without force sensors, addressed in Papers VI and VII.

The sensitivity σ of a transparent teleoperation system is unity, since all actions on the

slave side are always communicated to the master side in their exact form. Thus, one would

expect that a teleoperation system that implements a control scheme particularly developed to

maximize sensitivity would have a sensitivity value σ ≥ 1. In Paper VI, the output of the

optimization routine of the 2-stage method was computed to be σc = 0.211. In the automated

palpation experiment, the average measured sensitivities of the Sensitivity-Optimized (SO) con-

troller of Stage I and the Sensitivity-Optimized Force Sensor Free (SOFSF) controller of Stage
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II were measured at σ = 0.285 and σ = 0.202, respectively. Hence, there was good accordance

between predicted sensitivity σc and measured sensitivities σ for both controllers. However,

the attained sensitivity of the 2-stage design method was lower than expected. One impor-

tant reason is the fact that the solution to the optimization problem was conservative, due to

the existence of the constraints. Maintaining system stability and the well-definedness of the

FSF transformation reduces the attainable sensitivity. Furthermore, a transparent teleoperator

is not realizable either, because it is only marginally stable. Hence, the direct comparison of

numbers is unfair. The difference in measured sensitivity, σ = 0.285 for the SO controller

versus σ = 0.202 for the SOFSF controller, was determined to be statistically significant by

a Mann-Whitney test. Consequently, inaccurate estimation of the interaction forces caused an

additional loss of sensitivity, on top of the reduction in sensitivity induced by the estimation

constraint in the optimization problem. The sources of inaccurate force estimation remain the

same as discussed in the previous section for Paper V. With respect to sensitivity, the low-pass

filtering of signals that are used in the estimation (particularly velocity and acceleration) is per-

haps particularly important, since a low-pass filtered signal has a decreased ability to change

quickly.

The experiment of Paper VI was an objective test of the 2-stage design method, since it was

without human influence. The goal of Paper VII was to evaluate the 2-stage method through a

subjective perception test involving human operators. Their task was to palpate the tissue gel

using the teleoperation system with a controller (SO, SOFSF or benchmark), but they also pal-

pated the gel manually using a pen. In that sense the 2-stage method could be compared against

the ‘golden standard’ of manual palpation. As mentioned in Section 4.3.2 the test results were

inconclusive, due to inadequate test design. However, the results did indicate that manual palpa-

tion was superior to teleoperated palpation, regardless of whether the SO or SOFSF controller

was used. In that sense, Paper VII confirmed the results of Paper VI, since manual palpation is

‘transparent’ palpation (σ = 1) and the measured sensitivities of the SO and SOFSF controllers

in Paper VI were lower than 1. Ideally, it would be desirable to exploit the teleoperation system

to enhance sensitivity beyond the natural abilities of the surgeon (σ > 1). That is possible [17],

but the challenge is preservation of stability. The system must remain robust to inaccuracies

and disturbances.

In view of the inconclusive results of Paper VII, is it fair to say that research objective 3

was accomplished? In terms of developing a method for ‘force sensor free teleoperated robotic

surgery with realistic or task-optimized force feedback’ as stated in section 2.2, research ob-

jective 3 was accomplished through the 2-stage design method. In terms of testing the same

method, research objective 3 must be said to be only partly accomplished. A successful user-

centered or surgeon-centered perception test like the one in Paper VII would add credibility to

the 2-stage design method, because it would validate the method’s properties with statistical

methods, and because the setup of the test directly reflects a real palpation task (with a human

operator involved in the task).
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5.4 In a Greater Context

In the 2-stage teleoperation controller design method of Papers VI and VII, Stage I consisted of

a Sensitivity Optimization (SO) control scheme, particularly aimed at robotic surgery and the

manipulation of soft tissue. It would be straightforward to substitute the SO scheme with any

other control scheme, as long as the end product of Stage I is a linear system. One example is

the affine enhanced stiffness perception method of De Gersem et al. [17]. Alternately, at the

other extreme there are robust control schemes designed for the stable manipulation of hard/stiff

environments, such as bone structures [27, 113]. It would even be possible to use control

schemes with time-varying properties, since the whole 2-stage design method may in theory

be executed at every time step during operation. The only requirement of the selected control

scheme in Stage I — aside from being linear — is that it cannot violate the interaction force

estimation singularity pointed out in Paper V. It is useful to note that the estimation singularity

is also valid for nonlinear systems, although the FSF transformation of Stage II would have to

be modified for the nonlinear version of the 2-stage controller design method.

All algorithms developed in this thesis as part of the effort to accomplish the three research

objectives have been tested on real hardware. Real results from experiments have more value

than theoretical results. Nevertheless, experimental testing of an algorithm may still be de-

scribed as more or less realistic with regard to the final application of that algorithm. The final

application of the algorithms developed in this thesis is teleoperated robotic surgery, whose cir-

cumstances differ in several ways from the laboratory test setup used in Papers V, VI and VII,

and described in Appendix A. First, the PHANTOM Premium robot only have three actuated

DoFs, and only translational motion and interaction forces (no torques) were considered in the

experiments. Robots designed for teleoperated surgery, such as the daVinci system, have six

or more DoFs with wrist-like end-effectors for increased dexterity inside the patient in keyhole

surgery. Rotational motion is common, and the estimation of interaction torques (in addition

to forces) is therefore essential for the improved applicability of the results. Second, robots

intended for keyhole surgery must have thin and long links in order to reach inside the patient.

Thus, the links may perhaps not be considered as absolutely rigid, and that will have to be taken

into account during modeling and parameter identification. Thin links will also require small

pulleys for the cable transmissions, thus increasing friction. That will put the wavelet network

friction model to the test. Finally, the incision point — where the robot enters the patient —

is another disturbance not accounted for in this thesis. It represents a kinematic constraint and

a source of friction. However, by proper modeling of the incision point it is possible that the

friction occurring there may be captured by the wavelet model.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The following concludes the work presented in this thesis:

• A wavelet neural network friction model outperforms the common Coulomb+viscous

friction model for cable-driven robots with complex friction features, while maintaining

the same mathematical simplicity.

• A wavelet neural network friction model is highly dependent on adequate training in order

to reach its full potential.

• In terms of collecting data to identify the dynamic parameters of a robot, manual exci-

tation improves identification performance compared to automatic excitation (using only

the motors of the robot).

• The Unscented Kalman Filter is suitable for full state estimation in an elastic transmission

(both near and far states) where only motor (near) angle is measured, and where nonlinear

elasticity is taken into account in the dynamic model.

• The position estimates of the Unscented Kalman Filter are robust to variations in oper-

ating conditions (such as changing cable tension), while the velocity estimates are less

robust. A near-linear relationship between applied interaction force and state estimation

error may be exploited to obtain a simple estimate of the value of the interaction force.

• Transparency in bilateral teleoperation is possible with only two channels of information

being communicated between master and slave robots, one channel in each direction. The

channels must carry complementary information (force and velocity).

• The Lawrence teleoperator architecture is redundant. Hence, there is an infinite number

of controllers that yield transparency.

• There is a singularity inherent to every bilateral teleoperation system, at which interaction

force estimation is theoretically impossible, and close to which it is practically infeasible.
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• The Force Sensor Free (FSF) transformation exploits algebraic properties of a linear tele-

operator to turn a general controller (that uses interaction force measurements) into an

FSF controller with identical stability and telepresence properties.

• While the original controller and its FSF-transformed version are theoretically equivalent,

their experimental equivalence will — like with any other force estimation scheme — de-

pend on the level of detail in the modeling of the hardware, the accuracy of the parameter

identification, and the general quality of the hardware.

• The 2-stage controller design method attains the highest possible sensitivity of a tele-

operation system when interaction forces are estimated.

• It is difficult to attain a sensitivity that is not lower than that of direct manipulation. Opti-

mization constraints that guarantee stability and well-behaving interaction force estimates

reduce the attainable sensitivity.

• Low-pass filtering of signals that are used to estimate interaction forces (particularly ve-

locity and acceleration) will adversely affect the teleoperator’s sensitivity.

• With respect to the objectives of Section 2.2, a complete scheme for force sensor free

robotic surgery with task-optimized force feedback has been developed in this thesis.

Further testing in a more realistic setting, closer to clinical application, is necessary to

study the full potential of the scheme.

In Chapter 1, the lack of haptic feedback is mentioned as one of the factors that impede

widespread use of teleoperated robotic surgery, much because of the difficulties associated

with the use of force sensors in combination with small surgical instruments. The research

objectives of Chapter 2 are formulated as a recipe that will restore the sense of touch to the

surgeon, via the use of interaction force estimation. The answers given in this thesis — the

methodologies, the theoretical and experimental results — describe the potential, but equally

the limitations, of the use of estimated interaction forces in bilateral teleoperation in general,

and in teleoperated robotic surgery in particular. They lay down the technical foundation for

force sensor free surgery with real robotic surgical systems, such as the daVinci. If realistic hap-

tic feedback through the use of interaction force estimation becomes a reality in teleoperated

robotic surgery, it will lead the way to systems that have a performance superior to what exists

today, and that are financially more attractive, and mechanically and technically less complex

than systems that rely on the use of force sensors.
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Appendix A

A Custom-Built Teleoperation System

All bilateral teleoperation experiments in this thesis were conducted using a custom-built setup

and an in-house developed control system. The setup, shown in Figure A.1, consists of two

identical PHANTOM Premium 1.5 haptic devices (SensAble Technologies, MA, USA), both

with 6-DoF force/torque sensors mounted on the tip. The master force sensor is a Nano25, and

the slave force sensor is a Nano17 (both ATI Industrial Automation, NC, USA). The control

system for the two Premiums was developed using the LabVIEW 2009 software suite and the

LabVIEW Real-Time Module with the PXI-8195 embedded controller (National Instruments,

TX, USA). The user interface resides on a host computer running Windows Vista, and it com-

municates with the PXI-8195 via Ethernet. For some of the experiments human tissue was

imitated with a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) gel. It is made by dissolving the PVA in hot water at a

certain weight percentage, and repeated freeze-thaw cycles determine the stiffness of the gel.

Figure A.2 illustrates the architecture of the control system. At the bottom can be seen the

two robots and their force sensors. The force/torque signals from the force sensors are read by

a PXI-6229 I/O board and sent directly to the PXI-8195. The encoder signals from the robots

are sent to a PXI-7833R I/O board with an on-board 40MHz FPGA chip. The encoder signals

are used in two ways; by a quadrature encoder to compute the angle of the robot’s joints, and by

an intelligent velocity estimation algorithm to compute joint velocity [114]. Joint acceleration

is estimated by a low-pass filtered first difference approximation. The joint angles, velocities

and accelerations are then sent to the PXI-8195. Motor torque commands are sent in the other

direction. The PXI-8195 contains two loops; the core control loop executing at 1kHz with

high deterministic reliability, and a ‘slow loop’ executing at 100Hz for data logging. The slow

loop also communicates non-critical information, such as the continuous updating of the status

of the robots (angles, velocities, forces etc.) from the controller to the user interface on the

host computer, and the sending of higher level user commands from the user interface to the

controller (start, stop, pause etc.). The physical separation of the control loop and the user

interface allows the embedded controller to focus entirely on time-critical tasks, while the host

computer takes care of the more time-expensive information to and from the user.
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Figure A.1: Experimental setup for bilateral teleoperation, hardware components.
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Figure A.2: Experimental setup for bilateral teleoperation, system architecture.
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Figure A.3: The Omni-to-master attachment mechanism.

In order to record the data for the plotting of the force and position profiles in Paper V in an

objective and repeatable way, the human operator was replaced by a PHANTOM Omni robot

operator, after the idea of Conti and Khatib [115]. The Omni was programmed to move up

and down in a sinusoidal fashion while the tip of the slave robot was intermittently touching

the tissue gel. The Omni operator can be seen in Figure A.1, and a close-up of the attachment

mechanism is shown in Figure A.3. Using a mechanical operator allowed for an objective

excitation of the teleoperation system, and the execution of a sinusoidal trajectory could be

repeated as many times as needed for the comparison of the two controllers. The automated

palpation experiment in Paper VI also used the same setup. The Omni was programmed to

palpate the tissue gel at a certain speed, pushing down into the gel with a certain downward

force. The gel now contained a metal bolt inserted underneath its surface, resulting in a change

of impedance as the tip of the slave robot crossed over the bolt. An approximate sensitivity

value was calculated, which measured how well the change of impedance was conveyed from

slave to master side.

The human perception test in Paper VII used the same core custom-built teleoperation sys-

tem as in Papers V and VI, but with some important modifications and extensions. For practical

reasons, only the slave robot had a force sensor, the Nano17. Figures A.4(a) and A.4(b) show

the master and slave setup of the perception test. The two sides were visually separated, so that

the operator was not able to see the slave side setup. As a replacement for the lack of visual

contact with the slave, a gel visualization board was put in place underneath the handle of the

master robot. In that way the test subjects could always see where the tip of the slave was lo-
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Figure A.4: Setup for human perception test. (a) Slave side (obstructed from the view of the
subject), (b) master side with force indicator and gel visualization board, (c) Force indicator
to prevent excessive forces and overheated motors, and (d) gel visualization board to guide the
operator during palpation.

cated on the gel surface at all times. A force indicator with green, yellow and red LED lamps

was provided to protect the Nano17 force sensor on the slave from overloading, and to prevent

the overheating of the Premium motors. Furthermore, it also ensured that all the subjects ap-

plied forces of similar magnitudes. The PVA concentration of the gels was 6% by weight. Two

freeze-thaw cycles were used to get the desired gel consistency. The appropriate gel concentra-

tion was determined by presenting gels with different concentrations to a laparoscopic surgeon

at the Intervention Centre, looking to achieve a consistency similar to a human liver.
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state and parameter estimation in an elastic transmission”, in Proc. Robotics: Science and
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Citation:

E. Naerum and B. Hannaford, “Global transparency analysis of the Lawrence teleoperator
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Citation:

E. Naerum, O.J. Elle and B. Hannaford, “The effect of interaction force estimation on
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Paper VI

Citation:

E. Naerum, B. Hannaford and O.J. Elle, “Force estimation and sensitivity optimization in

teleoperated robotic surgery”, IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering, submitted for

publication.
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Paper VII

Citation:

E. Naerum, B. Hannaford and O.J. Elle, “Force sensor free bilateral teleoperation for robotic

surgery - feasibility evaluation through human perception test”, in Proc. The Hamlyn

Symposium on Medical Robotics, London, United Kingdom, May 2010, pp. 25-26.
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Errata

• On page vi: Entry for “Bibliography” added to the Table of Contents

• On page 14: “The only inputs to the UKF are the motor-side angle qm3 and the motor

torque τc3.”

• On page 17: “The teleoperator’s telepresence properties describe�s to what extent the op-

erator feels present at the remote site, and it is evaluated by seeing how well the master

force fm and velocity vm match their respective quantities fs and vs on the slave side

[99, 55].”

• On page 34: “It is difficult to attain a sensitivity that is not lower than that of direct

manipulation. Optimization constraints that guarantee stability and well-behaving inter-

action force estimates reduce�s the attainable sensitivity.”
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